Tefila 101Lesson 22-Issues Within
1. The Opening

And The Closing

.

Source 1
that were added to

:

Source 2

Translation: They instituted the practice of adding a second verse that begins with the word Ashrei before
Tehilla L’Dovid because the verse has within it the word Ashrei twice. The appearance of the word Ashrei
twice in the second verse together with the word’s appearance in the first verse is a source from which to learn
that the prayer of Ashrei should be recited three times a day.
Source 3

Translation: They began the practice to add the verse: V’Anachnu NiVarech Yah to the end of Ashrei.
Rav Amrom wrote that the purpose was to connect the word Halleluka to the word Halleluka that begins
the next paragraph that we recite. All the chapters of Psalms that follow Ashrei until Kol Hanishama
begin and end with the word Halleluka. The Halleluka that follows Ashrei is the beginning of the next
chapter of Psalms. That is the reason that they added a verse that ends with the word Halleluka to the
conclusion of Ashrei.
Source 4

Translation: In an ancient commentary I found: I heard in the name of Rabbi Jacob that he would recite
the verse: V’Anachnu Nivarech only in Shacharis but not in the Ashrei that is recited in Mincha or in the
Ashrei that is recited before Oovah L’Tzion. He followed the reasoning that the verse of V’Anachnu
Nivarech was only added in order to connect Ashrei with the verse from Psalms that follows it that begins
with the word Halleluka.
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Source 6

Translation: The first Hasidim would prepare for one hour before commencing to pray. From which source
did they learn that practice? From the verse (Psalms 84): Ashrei Yoshvai Baysecha.
Source 7

Translation: As a result they instituted the practice to add the verse: Ashrei Yoshvai Baysecha before
Tehila L’Dovid. The gemara should be interpreted to teach that only this verse was to be added before
Tehila L’Dovid and no additional verses.
Source 8
(Italian Rite)
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2. The Missing

in

.

Source 10

Translation: The letter Nun is not represented in the opening letter of any line within Tehillim 145. We
explained above that because of the missing line, it is easy to divide this poem into three sections of seven
lines each. It is worth noting that there are other chapters of Tehillim that were composed as alphabetical
acrostics which are also missing lines that open with letters of the Hebrew alphabet; i.e chapters 9-10 and
25 have no lines that open with the letters Vav or Kuf. In chapter 34 there is no line that opens with the
letter Vav.

Translation: It was already explained in the Midrash: poets, when they compose alphabetical acrostics,
sometimes include a line for every letter of the Hebrew alphabet and sometimes they fail to include lines for
every letter of the Hebrew alphabet (Koheles Rabbah 81). In any event concerning the omission of a line
that begins with the letter Nun in this poem, we find a specific explanation in Maseches Brachos 4b: R.
Yochonon said: why is there no verse for the letter “Nun” in Ashrei? Because there is a verse that begins
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Tefila 101with the letter Nun that prophesizes the downfall of Israel’s enemies (the opposite of what the gemara meant
to say) as it is written (Amos 5): Fell and will not be able to rise, the young maiden Israel. In Israel they
interpreted the verse differently: Fallen and she will no longer fall, the young maiden Israel. Rav Nachman
the son of Yitzchak said: Because of this prophesy, King David referred to the issue in the next verse when
he wrote by way of prophecy:

Translation: G-d supports all those who fall. We can expand upon this explanation by pointing to the
verse: Your hegemony is forever and Your governance is from generation to generation. The poet foresaw
that there would be a generation that would cause G-d’s governance to be lessened. That is the generation in
which the Jewish People lost control of the land of Israel. This means that when the Jewish People are
defeated by their enemies, in some ways, it damages the image of G-d as ruler of the world. To provide a
hint to that problem, he omitted a line after the line that describes G-d’s hegemony. Since that line
happened to be the line that should have begun with the letter Nun, its absence was construed as a hint to
the verse that describes the fall of the Jewish People. Then King David righted the ship by including the line
that G-d lifts up all those who fall-the word “all” is meant to include even those who were not expected to be
able to rise once again.

Translation: The Septugiant provides the missing line that begins with the letter Nun. It is written there (a
translation back to Hebrew ) Ne’Eman Hashem B’Devarav V‘Chasid B’Chol Ma’Asav. In the Dead
Sea scroll that portrays Tehillim found in Qumran, those words are found in Psalm 145 (in the full
versions of the Dead Sea Scroll) as follows: Ne’Eman Elokim B’Devarav V‘Chasid B’Chol Ma’Asav.
Professor Flusser pointed out (in a private conversation he shared with the author of this commentary) that
the fact that the word Elokim was used in the Dead Sea Scroll when all the other references to G-d in the
poem are Yud-Hey-Vav-Hey (as in our version) supports the theory that the verse that begins with the
letter Nun found there was a later addition that was written in a copy from which this copy was made. We
can also suggest that the verse was copied from another source: the Brachos after the Haftorah in which we
say: Ha’Kail Ha’Ne’Eman B’Chol Devarav which the copyist wrote as Ne’Eman Hashem B’Devarav.
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Source 11

Translation: The word: Halleluya serves as a response of the congregation. Initially it was a meant as a
call to those present: Recite words of glory to describe G-d. However, when it is recited in front of a group
which is praying together, it represents an announcement: Indeed, G-d is to be glorified and deserving of
praise. The placement of the word at the end of this poem tells us that even though the words of this chapter
were written in singular, it was read publicly and those present were required to respond to the words of the
poem by saying: Halleluya.
Source 12

Translation: R. Hisda said in R. Johanan's name: Hallelujah, Kesjah and Jedidjah are single words. Rab
said: Kesjah and Merhabjah are single words. Rabbah said Merhabjah alone is a single word. The scholars
asked: What about Merhab Jah in R. Hisda's view? The question stands. The scholars asked: What
about Jedidjah in Rab's view? Come and hear: Jedidjah is divisible into two, therefore Jedid is a non-sacred
word while Jah [the Lord] is a sacred word. The scholars asked: What about Hallelujah in Rab's view?
Come and hear, for Rab said: I saw a copy of the Psalms in my friend's college, wherein Hallalu was
written on one line and Jah on the following. Now he disagrees with R. Joshua b. Levi, for R. Joshua
b. Levi said: What is the meaning of Hallelujah? Praise him with many praises. Further, he [R. Joshua b.
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Tefila 101Levi] is self-contradictory. For R. Joshua b. Levi said: The Book of Psalms was uttered with ten synonyms
of praise, viz.: nizzuah [victory], niggun [melody], maskil, mizmor [psalm], shir [song], ashre [happy],
tehillah [praise], tefillah [prayer], hodayah [thanksgiving] [and] hallelujah. The greatest of all is
hallelujah, because it embraces the [Divine] Name and praise simultaneously.
Source 13

Translation: Our Rabbis taught: On that day R. Akiba expounded: At the time the Israelites ascended
from the Red Sea, they desired to utter a Song; how did they render the song? Like an adult who reads the
Hallel for another and the one listening responds after the adult reads with the words of the first sentence.
According to this explanation Moses said: I will sing unto the Lord and they responded, I will sing unto the
Lord Moses said: For He hath triumphed gloriously and they responded, I will sing unto the Lord R.
Eliezer son of R. Jose the Galilean declares: Like a minor who reads the Hallel for someone else, and he
repeats after the minor all that the minor says. According to this explanation Moses said: I will sing unto
the Lord and they responded, I will sing unto the Lord Moses said: For He has triumphed gloriously and
they responded, For He has triumphed gloriously. R. Nehemiah declares: Like a school teacher who recites
the Shema in the Synagogue, viz., he begins and they read together with him. On what do they differ? R.
Akiba holds that the word “saying” (first line of the Shira) refers to the opening verse ; R. Eliezer son of
R. Jose the Galilean holds that the word “saying” refers to every verse; and R. Nehemiah holds that “and
spoke” indicates that they sang all together and the word “saying” shows that Moses began first.
Source 14

Translation: Raba observed: One can deduce important rules from the present custom of reciting the Hallel.
First rule: from the fact that the leader says Hallelujah and they respond Hallelujah, it may be inferred
that it is a religious duty to answer Hallelujah. Second rule: from the fact that he says, Praise Him, you
servants of the Lord, and they again respond Hallelujah, it may be deduced that if an adult recites the
Hallel for one, the latter responds Hallelujah. Third rule: from the fact that after he says, Give thanks
unto the Lord, and they respond, Give thanks unto the Lord, it may be inferred that it is a religious duty
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Tefila 101to make a response of the beginning of the sections. So it was also stated: R. Hanan b. Raba ruled: it is a
religious duty to make a response of the beginning of the sections.
Source 15

Translation: Why did King David decide to praise G-d using the name of G-d that consists of two letters
and not use one of G-d’s other names? Because G-d had directed King Saul through the prophet Samuel to
do battle with Amalek. Part of G-d’s order was to destroy all traces of the Amelaki people including their
livestock in order to fulfill the vow that G-d made that destroying all traces of Amalek would fill in G-d’s
name and G-d’s place. The name that G-d used in making the vow was the name that consists of two
letters. Then King Saul had pity on the livestock and on King Agag of Amalek. By having pity, King Saul
left G-d’s name and place incomplete. The prophet Samuel then told King Saul that because he did not
follow G-d’s command, G-d had terminated King Saul’s monarchy. The prophet Samuel then annointed
King David to replace King Saul. As a result of those circumstances, King David felt it necessary to praise
G-d using the name of G-d that consisted of two letters. King David recognized that it was the failure of
King Saul to fulfill G-d’s vow and to completely destroy Amalek that led to his appointment. Thus, he
wanted to acknowledge his good fortune. It was based on those circumstances that King David composed the
verse: It is not the deceased who will praise G-d.
Source 16
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